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Building And Sustaining A Coaching Culture
Teachers are better together! For schools to implement the classroom changes the future
demands, teachers must learn how to collaborate effectively. This book details the deeplyresearched peer coaching method formulated by Les Foltos and implemented in over 40
countries with powerful results. Its insights include: How peer coaching that makes a difference
involves much more than just offering advice. How a coaching relationship is first built on trust,
and then on the willingness to take risks. Why peer coaching should focus on adapting
teaching methods to the technological future of education.
"Creating a Coaching Culture provides a rich source of knowledge, guidance and experience
for anybody involved in the important business of helping drive coaching in organisations. It
builds on the Hawkins and Smith seven-step model that we have used to guide our thinking
and actions at Ernst & Young. After reading the book I take away a host of ideas and best
practice that I will use in the business." Ian Paterson, Ernst & Young LLP and MD, EMCC UK
"Peter Hawkins draws on 30 years of international organizational change consultancy in
Creating a Coaching Culture. He offers seven steps, numerous case studies, and his real
world experience. Reading this book, it is easy to pinpoint how far along one's organization has
moved towards developing a sustainable coaching culture and what the next steps are. Like
Peter's other books, Creating a Coaching Culture sits on my desk, not my bookshelf, because
of its usefulness, depth of thought, and Peter's expertise." Catherine Carr, doctoral candidate
in Leadership Development and Executive Coaching, Carr & Associates leadership coaching
"The book clearly outlines why the creation of a coaching culture is critical to the success of
any organisation. More importantly it describes the practical steps required to achieve this
success and how you can measure progress and benefits along the journey." Richard King,
Serial NED and Coach, former Deputy Managing Partner for Ernst and Young "In recent years,
the concepts of leadership culture and coaching culture have become increasingly intertwined,
to the extent that achieving a coaching culture is a common aspiration for organizations of all
sizes ... Peter Hawkins brings the topic up to date, using multiple case studies and an
analytical approach that clarifies the challenges and how to address them." David Clutterbuck,
Visiting Professor, Oxford Brookes & Sheffield Hallam Universities, UK "In this book Peter
Hawkins brings together his extensive experience as a business leader, coach, consultant and
leadership developer to provide a comprehensive handbook on how to help people, teams and
organisational stakeholders learn through the practice of coaching. It will be of benefit not only
to those engaged in the people development professions, but also managers and leaders who
are looking to enhance the value and potential contribution of their people." Hilary Lines PhD,
Executive and Team Coach, UK "This is an eloquently written text that is recommended
reading for coaches and mentors working in large organizations, for human resource
managers and corporate management teams." EMCC's International Journal How do we
create a coaching culture? What will be the benefits for all parties? How can we link it to the
performance of our business? How do we calculate the return on investment? How do we
make it sustainable? Organizations are investing large sums of money in employing external
and internal coaching and are increasingly under pressure to show a demonstrable return on
this investment. In this much-needed book, Hawkins gives a well researched and practical
answer to the whole question of how you create a 'coaching culture' and provides a step-by
step guide to implementing this change. The book includes advice for both coaches and HR
professionals on: Establishing the right integrated mix of coaching by line managers, internal
specialized coaches and external coaches Combining individual and team coaching and
connect both to the organizational change agenda Harvesting the organizational learning from
the thousands of coaching conversations A coaching style becoming a way of relating
internally and externally to all the organization's stakeholders Case studies show how a wide
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range of international organizations have developed successful coaching strategies to increase
the effectiveness of their businesses. This book will provide you with valuable insights whether
you are a coach, an organization consultant, an HR professional or a Chief Executive.
Basic guide to mentoring in business. Examines a variety of mentoring schemes through case
studies and examples.
Discover the military’s keys to excellent leadership and team building training The Program:
Lessons From Elite Military Units for Creating and Sustaining High Performing Leaders and
Teams offers a hands-on guide to the winning techniques and tactics of The Program, the
acclaimed team building and leadership development company. Drawing on the actual
experiences of The Program’s instructors from their personal combat stories to working with
world-class athletic teams and successful corporations, the book clearly shows how The
Program’s training operations can help to achieve life goals and ambitions. The Program
offers a road map that contains illustrative examples, ideas, and approaches for improving
teammates and leaders at all levels within an organization of any size or type. Bring your
organization to the next level of success Discover how to hold your leaders and teammates to
the highest standards Understand how accountability increases effectiveness Learn to
communicate effectively This important book explores the military’s leadership and team
building concepts that can be implemented to ensure an organization creates and sustains
performance that adheres to the highest standards of excellence.
Discover the 10 best Coaching practices for solving problems and implementing change with
clients--right away Coaching works, there's no doubt about that. But the coaching industry is
going through tremendous change that all professional coaches need to address. Equipping
coaching professionals to stay on the cutting-edge of their craft, The Business Coaching
Toolkit: Top 10 Strategies for Solving the Toughest Dilemmas Facing Organizations expertly
provides a collection of application-based, proven tools that present creative solutions to
common situations encountered in today's workplace. This hands-on guide creatively
empowers professionals to: * Achieve greater performance by identifying and maximizing
strengths and managing weaknesses * Lead their team or client through setting specific,
measurable, and reasonable goals * Discover the deeper meaning of vision and tie goals into
the client's core values * Guide clients through a comprehensive analysis of their current
situation--the good, the bad, and the ugly Whether it's increasing a client's time management
skills, giving feedback to an employee, or building a leadership team, The Business Coaching
Toolkit presents a valuable supply of straightforward exercises designed to bring a new
dimension to every coaching professional's work with clients.
The authors illustrate how to use data as a catalyst for significant, systematic, and continuous
improvement in instruction and learning. Includes a CD-ROM with slides and reproducibles.
See how Cognitive Coaching principles have been woven into schools, systems, and
classrooms and get a complete look at the ongoing process of implementing and sustaining
coaching. Ideal for teachers, administrators, staff developers, and district leaders familiar with
Cognitive Coaching, this resource shows you what practitioners who have actually learned and
used Cognitive Coaching think about its applications.
The new edition of this indispensable book provides insights into the role of supervision and a
fresh perspective on the fundamentals of the discipline. Coaching supervision is now widely
recognised as essential to effective coaching and professional development of coaches. This
book uncovers current research and explains the established ideas for practice. It also:
•Contains a comprehensive overview of coaching supervision, from both theoretical
underpinnings to practical guidance on different perspectives and approaches •Allows both
students of coaching and experienced coaches to compare approaches and develop their own,
unique ways of being supervised •Supports supervisors in planning their own developmental
journey towards a more integrated, evidence-based practice •Includes leading thinkers from
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across the field and many emerging authorities Coaching and Mentoring Supervision is the
definitive text for coaching supervisors, supervisees and those working toward qualifications in
coaching supervision. It will also be of value both to HR professionals and those participating in
mentoring programmes. "This book is a central contribution to the further professional
development of coaching and mentoring, where supervision should play a central role that
cannot be underestimated." Reinhard Stelter, accred. coaching psychologist and Professor of
Coaching Psychology at the University of Copenhagen, Denmark "The overarching strength of
this book is the abundance of stimulation justifying this as an essential read on the topic of
coaching and mentoring supervision." Dr Lise Lewis, Founder of Bluesky International provider
of EMCC Accredited Coach and Author of Relational Feedback "An outstanding book, updated
to 2021, with contributions from the biggest names in the field, and skillfully edited by three of
the finest thought leaders in evidenced based practice in coaching supervision. This book is an
essential read for those interested in coaching supervision whether as a student or as a
practitioner." Professor Jonathan Passmore, Director Henley Centre for Coaching, Henley
Business School, UK "This is a well-researched and multidisciplinary-grounded book by
leading authors in the field who offer theoretical and practical knowledge for coaching
practitioners to rethink, reset, and continue their professional development through
supervision." Charline S. Russo, EdD, Senior Lecturer, Organizational Dynamics Program,
University of Pennsylvania Tatiana Bachkirova is Professor of Coaching Psychology and CoDirector of the International Centre for Coaching and Mentoring Studies at Oxford Brookes
University, UK. She is a recognised author, international speaker and an active researcher.
Peter Jackson is Senior Lecturer and Co-Director of the International Centre for Coaching and
Mentoring Studies at Oxford Brookes University, UK. His research interests are in embodiment
and learning in coaching practice, reflective learning and professional development. He
continues to practice as a coach and supervisor. David Clutterbuck is one of the original
pioneers of coaching and mentoring. Author of more than 70 books, he is co-founder of the
European Mentoring and Coaching Council and visiting professor at four universities; and a
distinguished fellow of The Conference Board.

In Responsive Literacy Coaching, Cheryl Dozier draws on twenty-four years of
experience as an elementary classroom teacher and teacher educator to present
both a theoretical framework and practical tools to enact responsive literacy
coaching. Through thoughtful and purposeful coaching, teachers learn effective
ways to improve literacy instruction and student achievement. The range of tools
offered in the text invite customization based on the reader's specific instructional
context. This framework empowers literacy coaches and teachers through
conversation, sustained engagement, and reflective analysis. Dozier argues that
at its best, literacy coaching is responsive, collegial, thoughtful, thoughtprovoking, deliberate, reflective, and transferable. In this book she invites readers
to enter into a coaching dialogue, through: vignettes that bring coaching
interactions to life; prompts to engage both teachers and students; occasions for
collaborative reflection; frequently-asked questions. As literacy tasks are
documented and analyzed, coaching interactions logged and categorized, and
assessment scores scrutinized, Dozier cautions coaches to avoid being so
caught up in the doing of coaching that one forgets the purpose behind it. In this
book she provides an occasion for them to step back, and ask, what is the goal of
literacy coaching? What kind of literacy environments and experiences are we
creating for our schools and our students? What is possible as we engage in
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transformative literacy practices? While the tools offered in this book do not
provide a “quick fix,” they foster critical thinking and sustained inquiry that leads
to positive change for both teachers and students.
The first complete guide to exploring values and ethics in coaching, this book will
guide you through the responsibilities of coaching practice, and help you
recognize and reconcile common ethical dilemmas and choices. Part I explores
the theory and research underpinning ethical coaching practice, and invites you
to examine own personal and professional values. Part II delves into the key
ethical considerations in the coaching relationship, including contracting,
confidentiality and understanding boundaries. It explores each issue in depth,
and offers implications and suggestions for practice. Part III examines individual
professional contexts, including coaching in business, sports and healthcare with
real life examples and reflections from practising coaches. This book is vital
reading for trainee and practitioner coaches, and those looking to introduce
ethical coaching practice into a professional setting.
In this book, eCoaching pioneer Marcia Rock draws on best-practice research
and decades of experience to offer a blueprint for professional development that
maximizes teacher and student growth. The eCoaching Continuum for Educators
provides teachers, administrators, and other school professionals a step-by-step
guide to the four connected, coordinated components of technology-enabled
professional development: (1) studying theory and practice to build knowledge of
specific content and pedagogy; (2) observing theory and practice to aid in the
transfer of new knowledge to classroom practice; (3) one-on-one coaching to
give teachers the feedback they need to improve classroom practice; and (4)
group coaching to build capacity for identifying and solving problems of
professional practice. Rock offers a practical approach for putting professional
development where it can do the most good—in the classroom. You'll learn Why
technology is so well suited for authentic, job-embedded professional
development How to cultivate a culture in which the eCoaching continuum can
have the greatest impact Which technologies are the most useful for carrying out
eCoaching in a variety of settings How to capture and evaluate the impact of
eCoaching on teachers and students The eCoaching Continuum for Educators
integrates best practice in coaching for professional development with a detailed
account of how teachers and other school professionals can use today's
technologies to improve their practice and ensure their students are fully
engaged and learning.
Current research indicates that approximately 70% of all organizational change
initiatives fail. This includes mergers and acquisitions, introductions of new
technologies, and changes in business processes. Leadership is critical in
initiating, driving and sustaining change to produce business results, and
executive coaching is the best way to support leaders at all levels. Coaching for
Change introduces a model for executive coaching that provides the tools and
resources to support leaders in driving organization change. In this book, a
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number of coaching and change models are explored with the goal of integrating
them into a framework that can be applied to the individual, team or organization.
Bennett and Bush explain the theories behind both coaching and change, and
include practical sections on developing coaching skills. A companion website
supports this book as a learning tool, featuring a curriculum, instructor guides,
powerpoint presentations and more. Coaching for Change is a valuable book for
students in coaching, change management or organizational development
courses, as well as professionals who want to develop their skills to drive
successful change within their organizations.
How to Coach: First Steps and Beyond is an essential guide for anyone starting
out in the coaching profession and for existing coaches seeking to develop their
craft. It is a practical introduction to the theory, skills and art of coaching. This
extremely practical introduction contains numerous case studies showing theory
in action, aiding in understanding of how to apply theory to actual practice in a
variety of settings. The book: Uses clear, uncomplicated language throughout
Explains key ideas through brief illustrations from the author's practice and
quotes from leading writers on coaching Contains a wide selection of ideas,
models and exercises to stimulate the reader's learning Encourages students to
try things out in conversation, and reflect upon and make sense of their
experiences How to Coach is a must-have book for anyone interested in
coaching skillfully, ethically and effectively.
Coaching is vital to developing talent in organizations, and it is an essential
capability of effective leaders. The CCL Handbook of Coaching is based on a
philosophy of leadership development that the Center for Creative Leadership
has honed over thirty years with rigorous research and with long, rich experience
in the practice of leadership coaching. The book uses a coaching framework to
give a compass to leaders who are called to coach as a means of building
sustainability and boosting performance in their organizations. The book explores
the special considerations that leader coaches need to account for when
coaching across differences and in special circumstances, describes advanced
coaching techniques, and examines the systemic issues that arise when
coaching moves from a one-to-one relationship to a developmental culture that
embraces entire organizations.
Authored by masters in the field of coaching, this book is designed as a course
textbook for those studying coaching in general, but with a specific reference to
the updated competences introduced by the International Coaching Federation in
2020. It focuses on core coaching skills, knowledge, and developing selfawareness. This is a definitive text for coach training and go-to guide for those
undertaking ICF-accredited programs throughout the world. This book helps
readers equip themselves with the skills and knowledge needed to develop as a
professional coach. It encourages readers to reflect on who they are, what they
can do, and how they can enhance their skills. By drawing on the Gold Standard
for coach training and the latest coaching research, this book ensures that a
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trainer's practice is well informed by evidence and is up to the highest
professional standards.
If succession planning works, how do the wrong people so often get to the top?
Succession planning was once the key to identifying potential leaders to fill
important positions. However, in today's rapidly evolving business world
traditional succession planning is no longer a viable strategy with research
showing that 70% of succession plans fail within two years, simply from lack of
management support. In a climate of growing skills shortages and lack of
confidence in leadership potential, David Clutterbuck offers a new a process of
dialogue between an organization and its employees. The Talent Wave presents
a dynamic, flexible approach to succession planning and talent management.
Clutterbuck first demolishes most of accepted practice in these areas, and then
presents practical solutions which align employee ambitions and business
priorities to ensure that organizations have the right leadership in place for
ongoing success.
This book provides essential coaching tools to support teachers in planning and
implementing instruction aligned with the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). The
authors explain the key instructional shifts brought about by the CCSS in K-5 English
language arts classrooms. Eighteen specific strategies for coaching large groups, small
groups, and individual teachers are presented, including clear-cut procedures, vivid
illustrative examples, and 28 reproducible forms. Grounded in research on adult
learning, the book addresses common coaching challenges and how to overcome
them. The large-size format facilitates photocopying; purchasers also get access to a
Web page where they can download and print the reproducible materials.
Today's medical school coaching programs integrate a wide variety of personalized
goals, including professional identity formation and academic performance, as well as
community building, leadership and lifelong learning skills, clinical skill development,
and more.?Coaching in Medical Education, part of the American Medical Association's
MedEd Innovation Series, is a?first-of-its-kind, instructor-focused field book?that that
equips educators to coach medical students or run an effective medical student
coaching program, increasing the likelihood of medical student (and thus physician)
success. Gives clear guidance on coaching, as well as how to design, implement, and
evaluate a coaching program in today's institutions. Explains the difference between
coaching and traditional advising. Provides various approaches for different levels of
learners-remedial to advanced, UMG through GME. Offers practical frameworks for
individual, team, and peer coaching. Discusses how to use coaching to enhance
wellbeing, strengthen leadership skills, foster personalized academic and career
development, and resilience during change and acute uncertainty. Contains tools for
creating an ethical, equitable, and inclusive coaching program. Includes a chapter
focused on Assessment and Program Outcomes. One of the American Medical
Association Change MedEd initiatives and innovations, written and edited by members
of the Accelerating Change in Medical Education Consortium - a unique, innovative
collaborative that allows for the sharing and dissemination of groundbreaking ideas and
projects. Enhanced eBook version included with purchase.?Your enhanced eBook
allows you to access all of the text, figures, and references from the book on a variety
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of devices.
This document provides three resources in support of "Approaches for Sustaining and
Building Management and Leadership Capability in VET Providers" (ED499670), which
examines the existing and potential strategies for sustaining and building greater levels
of management and leadership capability in training organisations. The resources are:
(1) Identifying the Learning and Development Needs of Staff: Learning and
Development Needs Analysis (Greg Latemore and Victor Callan); (2) Building the
Management and Leadership Skills of Staff: Tools to Assist in the Development of a
Coaching Program--Coaching Needs Assessment and Agreement (Greg Latemore and
Victor Callan); and (3) Tools to Guide Leadership and Management Development: A
Set of Staff Capability Frameworks--VET Capability Frameworks to Guide Professional
Development (Victor Callan). [This work was funded by the Australian Department of
Education, Science and Training.].
"High Performance Team Coaching (HPTC) is a fantastic resource and a 'must read' for
all Team Leaders and Coaches. The authors demystify the concepts of creating and
sustaining high performance teams and how to lead and coach them. Built upon solid
research and investigation along with practical and relevant action steps, it is a
resource that will help move your team from average or good, to high performance in
any context." - Lillas Marie Hatala and Richard Hatala, Co-authors of Integrative
Leadership: Building a Foundation for Personal, Interpersonal, and Organizational
Success "With a combination of systematic field research and an intense scrutiny of the
literature, Peters and Carr have developed a system of high performance team
coaching that is fit-for-purpose and accessible for practitioners but with an appropriate
and transparent evidence base. It provides the framework and underpinning that will
allow this much needed [team coaching] modality to achieve its potential." - Dr. Annette
Fillery-Travis, M/DProf Programme Coordinator, Middlesex University Member of the
Steering Group of the International Centre for the Study of Coaching "High
Performance Team Coaching advances the field of coaching by filling the gap for a
practical, yet thoroughly evidence-based model to guide team coaching practice.
Drawing on the authors' considerable experience and their recent empirical research
this clearly written, well-documented text provides actionable guidelines and practical
strategies for working with teams and makes a genuine and important contribution to
the field." - Dr. Elaine Cox, Editor: International Journal of Evidence Based Coaching
and Mentoring Director of Postgraduate Coaching & Mentoring Programmes, Oxford
Brookes University
Essential leadership moves for supporting instructional coaching in your school Strong
leadership is essential in any successful instructional coaching effort. This actionoriented guide provides principals and district leaders with the background, practices,
and tools required for leading coaching efforts that have a measurable impact on
student and teacher learning. Filled with ideas that school leaders can easily apply, this
book includes: Tools and techniques for preparing a school for coaching, launching a
coaching culture, and supporting coaches Leadership moves and lessons from the field
that provide strategies for building principal and coach partnerships Recommendations
for coaches to use as they strive to increase their impact
The Foundation of Profitable Dentistry is the ultimate guide to becoming an effective
leader and a profitable dental practice owner. A dentist’s loving, sincere, and calm
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presence and ability to foster strong relationships will be appreciated by their patients
and reciprocated by their loyalty and many referrals. At the end of The Foundation of
Profitable Dentistry, dentists see, know, and trust themselves as a leader. Throughout,
dentists discover their values, boundaries, and what makes life fulfilling and complete
for them. The Foundation of Profitable Dentistry also helps them to naturally discover
with ease, clarity, and confidence the most resonant next steps for creating and
maintaining a stress-free and profitable practice. Within its pages, Bita Saleh, D.D.S.
teaches dentists: How to hire and retain the right employees; How to identify and attract
ideal new patients to their practice; How to increase treatment plan acceptance; How to
increase production and collection and decrease overhead; and How to make sound
financial arrangements with patients and decrease no shows and last-minute
cancellations.
People are increasingly disenchanted with performance improvement techniques that
fail to deliver. This book offers a new and refreshing way of engaging in authentic
feedback that is willingly given and well-received. It demonstrates that focusing on the
quality of relationship improves the activity of feedback. The Relational Leadership
WAY© that is the core of this book was created from a thematic analysis of a doctoral
research study. The framework encourages effective relationships and works through
perfecting a ‘way of being’ that is generative and productive in interactions with others;
especially in feedback conversations, whether we are the giver or the receiver. The 10
themes integral to the framework are organised into 3 parts that relate to pivotal points
in a conversation and that when given focused attention will improve relationships:
What needs preparing to establish relationships that stimulate constructive
conversations Active engagement in co-creating generative conversations through
adopting relational behaviours You both noticing and reacting to what emerges and
impacts on sustaining the quality of the relationship. This book will appeal to those
seeking an innovative approach to performance management and who welcome a
reprieve from the relentless pursuit of a universal feedback tool. It is essential reading
for: Business managers and leaders expected to motivate teams to become high
performing work units Organisational and independent coaches, mentors and practice
supervisors developing trust by building effective relationships that encourage
disclosure through engaging and authentic feedback Managers, leaders, HR and OD
specialists to use as a business text for performance management programmes
Training organisations to use as a core text for delegates.
The coaching profession is growing and innovating. According to the International
Coaching Federation (ICF), coaching earns over $3 Billion per year with over 100,000
practitioners of coaching. This book is for both practitioners and scholars of executive
coaching. Coaching is an exciting and powerful skillset that allows individuals to
empower others and helps individuals to generate awareness that opens the door for
great levels of success. The approach of this book is to look at the theoretical
framework of coaching as it applies to the actual practice of coaching others and
groups. It is important to ground practice in theory and research to bring together the
researched framework to help to inform the approach. There is an old proverb that
states: “Theory is when you know everything but nothing works. Practice is when
everything works but no one knows why.” The approach of this book will enable the
student with the theory, the processes and the skills to coach in a way that works and to
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be able to understand the why behind the success as well as make it replicable.
Effect better outcomes with a robust coaching program The CCL Handbook of Coaching in
Organizations deals with the practical, ethical, and political challenges of coaching within an
organization. From coaching superiors to coaching business teams, this book outlines the
Center for Creative Leadership (CCL) approach to professional coaching to help readers better
manage leadership development and talent management program outcomes. With expert
guidance on the key functions of human resources, learning and development, and
organizational development, readers will gain insight into the issues associated with coaching
program implementation and management, and the use of internal versus external coaches.
Coverage includes a wide range of coaching-based services used in most large organizations,
with practical advice on creating the right programs for maximum impact within the available
budget. Professional development is a hot topic and plays a key role in attracting and retaining
the best talent. Coaching is a broad area within the field, encompassing a range of services
and goals, with varied expectations and requirements. This book provides actionable guidance
for those designing, initiating, and implementing coaching programs, with new approaches and
techniques that drive better outcomes. Provide direct coaching within an organization Manage
coaching systems and programs Initiate and lead mentoring and peer-coaching programs
Manage external coaches, and deal effectively with coaching suppliers An ideal coaching
program must balance need with budget and be tailored to the requirements and resources of
both the organization and the participants. It's a complex undertaking, but the right strategy
and planning can lead to even better than expected outcomes. For the human resources
professional who wants to strengthen an organization's coaching program, CCL Handbook of
Coaching in Organizations is a thoughtful reference for a specialized function.
Sustaining Depth and Meaning in School Leadership: Keeping Your Head concerns the
emotional and psychological experience of school leadership—in particular, the felt experience
of life as a headteacher. It describes the pressures and rewards of the role, together with some
of the ways that school leaders successfully sustain and develop themselves and their teams
in what has become an increasingly complex, challenging, and highly accountable role. This
book explores the personal experience of leading schools. Part I provides an overview and
analysis of current and historical trends in school leadership and offers some theoretical
frameworks for making sense of these. Part II then offers psychodynamic approaches to
supporting and developing school leaders and the impact that trends in executive education
continue to have on this. Part III looks at approaches to school leadership development more
generally, including team development; influences from the business world; the growth of
mentoring and coaching as a leadership intervention; the design and evaluation of leadership
development programmes; and a case study on whole-system development. The final word is
given to ten serving headteachers and deputies and their leadership journeys. This range of
chapters, concepts, and perspectives will support school leaders to maintain an emotional
equilibrium while navigating the multilayered tightrope of intrapsychic, interpersonal, and
organizational dynamics inherent in school life. Rooted in Jackson and Berkeley’s belief that
school leaders are likely to be at their best when they find their own unique and authentic way
of taking up their leadership role, this book is an accessible, supportive, and developmental
contribution for all those involved in education leadership.
When Co-Active Coaching was first released in 1998, this pioneering work set the stage for
what has become a cultural and business phenomenon and helped launch the profession of
coaching. Published in more than ten languages now, this book has been used as the
definitive resource in dozens of corporate, professional development and university-based
coaching programs as well as by thousands of individuals looking to elevate their
communication, relationship and coaching skills. This fully revised third edition of Co-Active
Coaching has been updated to reflect the expanded vision of the newly up.
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Coaching can work brilliantly. It can help you improve your employee retention levels,
succession planning, and organisational creativity. In a supportive culture, managers, coaches
and coachees all trust each other and work together. Sadly, even the best-managed coaching
programme, with the best coaches, will fail in the real world where the coaching takes place
doesn't match the fine words from HR. Spending money on coaching without first ensuring that
the groundwork has been done is a fast track to failure. Make sure your training and
development budget delivers what you need by first creating a culture that supports coaching.
Coaching and mentoring as management approaches have spread rapidly across the Asia
Pacific region. Basic concepts of supporting people in their learning, in their career journeys,
and in the acquisition of wisdom are deeply rooted in all cultures, yet today, there is little
agreement about what constitutes good practice. Coaching and Mentoring in the Asia Pacific is
the first book to put coaching and mentoring into an Asia Pacific context – exploring the
challenges, benefits and differences in application, both in concept and practice. Opening with
a foreword from Anthony Grant, this book provides commentaries and practical case studies
from a wide variety of countries, sectors and perspectives. The authors show how
organizations in the Asia Pacific Region can make effective use of this powerful developmental
tool, in cost-effective, culturally relevant ways. This book will be invaluable reading for students
and practitioners based in, planning to work in, or curious about coaching and mentoring in the
Asia Pacific.
START BUILDING YOUR MILLION-DOLLAR COACHING BUSINESS TODAY! The coaching
profession has experienced phenomenal growth over the past decade, and has become an
accepted way for people and organizations to improve performance. In response to this
demand, professionals from around the world are getting into coaching. Unfortunately, despite
the growth of the coaching field, many coaches struggle to attract clients and charge what they
are worth. It doesn't have to be this way! "Guerrilla Marketing for Coaches" provides a
practical, step-by-step guide for coaches who want to fill their practice with desirable clients,
and build a firm that generates wealth. Follow the six steps in this book--along with the many
success stories from top coaches in the field--and you are on your way to having a milliondollar firm. You discover: The top ways to attract clients and fill your practice--without spending
much, if any, money; The proven conversations to close deals and get hired; How to build a
firm that generates wealth for you, and make money even if you are not working directly with
clients. Join Guerrilla Marketing founder Jay Conrad Levinson and acclaimed coach trainer
Andrew Neitlich as they guide you to true success in this booming profession.
From one of the most passionate and energetic high school coaches in the state of Illinois,
Mike Winters provides a basketball coaches' guide to building and sustaining a championship
program. Drawing from 25 years of experience, Coach Winters provides glimpses into what it
takes to build a championship culture and provides guidance on how to build your offensive
and defensive philosophies as well as how to prepare your teams for special situations and
how to determine and develop your late game coaching philosophies. The Journey: Lessons
from the Hardwood will provide everything a leader needs to consider when it comes to
building his or her philosophy around the strengths of their teams whether in the world of
sports or in the business world, and ties everything together with anecdotes and examples
from a successful career in coaching. Coach Winters knows what it takes to win at the high
school level. In The Journey, he provides an all encompassing perspective of what it takes to
be a leader, a successful coach, father and husband all at the same time. The Journey
chronicles his rise from being a 26 year old head coach to now being a father and a husband
and how his perspective has changed on what matters most.
This practical guide is for anyone contemplating coaching as a career: coaches in training,
coaches already trained and hoping to build a thriving business. This totally revised second
edition offers step by step guidance on what to do: · What does it take to succeed as a coach?
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How long does it take? · Why it matters to get practice clients and where to find them · Why is
it so important to think like a buyer rather than like a seller? · What can you charge? · How do
you make yourself distinctive in a crowded market? · What do you need to do to attract clients?
Which marketing materials and methods pay off and which are a waste of time? · How can you
exploit social media? · Overcoming your fear of selling: how to sell with integrity · Going for
growth: what is involved in building an even bigger business? “Jenny Rogers has the rare
ability to offer the lessons of decades of experience in ways which are practical to implement
and easy to absorb. This book is comprehensive – offering both high level concept and lots of
important details on the kinds of things that differentiate the successful coaching professional
from the crowd. Perhaps most importantly she offers proven, thorough answers to critical
questions that many people would not even think to ask in setting up or developing their
business.” Phil Hayes, Chairman, Management Futures, UK “Another great book from Jenny
Rogers. I remember using the first edition of her book very early on in my career and remain
hugely grateful for the informed insights and sensible suggestions. As always with Jenny’s
books, a new edition does not simply mean a few typos corrected and a couple of new
references. In addition to the really helpful sections I remember from the first edition (e.g. on
how to manage networking and selling whilst remaining authentic), Jenny has drawn on her
experience and the courage to address some of the other really difficult issues that concern
new coaches. How much should I charge? How will I find my clients? What training should I
do? Even Where should I coach and What should I wear? I train new coaches every year and
these are the questions they ask. I will certainly be recommending Jenny’s book - and drawing
on it myself to help the coaches on my courses have the best possible start to their careers.”
Jane Cook, Managing Director, Linden Learning, UK “In a marketplace crowded with quick
fixes and unrealistic promises, this book is a breath of fresh air! Drawing on the author’s
extensive experience, this book lays out a sober, practical approach, while also offering
encouragement and inspiration. In her warm, compelling style, Jenny Rogers explores the
essential steps towards building a sustainable coaching business—from improving your own
coaching skills, to developing your brand, to marketing your services with integrity.” Leni
Wildflower, PhD, PCC, Knowledge Based Coaching in the Workplace, Fielding Graduate
University, USA “This book is a must read for anyone who wants to earn a living through
coaching. Jenny combines natural enthusiasm and positivity with a good dose of realism by
applying a pragmatic and sometimes humorous lens to the business of coaching. No matter
how experienced you are in running a coaching business, there is something in this book for
everyone - from pragmatic hints and tips at start up stage through to some insightful checks
and balances to ensure a consistently high service from established businesses. Jenny
demonstrates a real depth of understanding about the questions that will/should be at the
forefront of the minds of many new coaches about to set up in business. She has generated in
depth answers, pragmatic lists of best practice and sound advice. Her sound advice will help
pave the way to your success as a coach.” Susan Binnersley, MD h2h resources limited, UK “I
must admit when I picked up this book I wondered how Jenny could improve on her original
book Developing a Coaching Business, however Building a Coaching Business is the essential
guide for starting, growing and sustaining a business. Tailored to coaching, it provides a stepby-step guide full of tested methods, insight, ideas and practical information, and written in
Jenny’s engaging style. Her facilitative approach to selling is a gift. Having come from the
public sector selling was one of my biggest challenges but when I use the facilitative model I
feel confident and professional. This is a book that challenges and inspires, and you will find
yourself recommending it to other people, who may not even be coaches.” Margaret Kelly,
Executive Coach, Margaret Kelly Consulting, UK & Ireland “If those of my colleagues who
decided to change their careers and set up a coaching business had got at the right time
access to this book, it would have been so much easier for them. To take into consideration all
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the practical issues as well as read about the newest trends and most effective approaches to
such areas as selling. To have a wide perspective and yet remember that the devil is the detail.
Knowing all this can shorten the route to success, at the same making the expectations more
realistic. It is an obvious must for anybody who wants to build a coaching business. But I would
also recommend this inspiring and comprehensive book to anybody who thinks of different
options in their professional life.” Dorota Pora?ka, Vice-Pr esident of the Board, DORADCA
Consultants Ltd, Poland “I strongly recommend this book. Jenny Roger addresses what one
needs to know and be aware of for building and developing a coaching business. It is written in
a down- to- earth, straight to the point, yet insightful and comprehensive way. Jenny doesn’t
avoid the uncomfortable questions, either mitigates what needs to be said and to be ponder. If
you are serious about your coaching business and your coaching practice then this book is a
must- have (and to pursue!!).” Ana Oliveira Pinto, Executive Coach, Portugal “This book is a
must for coaches wanting business success. It gives executive coaches like me business
savvy solutions to overcome things like the dread of networking. The best bit is the section on
facilitative selling because it gives me a new and more authentic way to sell my services. The
book is written in a warm, wise style with a wealth of practical advice and insights. It feels like
Jenny is in the room coaching you – just without the coffee!” Jacqui Harper, INSEAD lecturer,
Communication Coach, Author, Speaker “This beautifully written book is a must-read for
anyone wanting to build a coaching business. It's chock full of wisdom from someone who’s
been at the top of her profession for the last two decades. I read it when starting my business
and remain indebted to it but now it’s been substantially updated to reflect changes in the
market and developments such as social media. If you feel daunted by the prospects of setting
up a company, developing a brand, selling, networking or any of the myriad skills you need to
be successful then I suggest you buy this book.” Mark Wakefield, Director, Vogel Wakefield,
the counter-consultancy, UK "A clear, systematic and down-to-earth primer on how to start,
build and maintain a professional coaching business. After many years as a coach, I still find
myself inspired by many of the ideas in this book. And she commendably grasps the nettle of
coaching fees, for which new coaches should be very grateful!" Clare Brigstocke, Executive
Coach, Lateralshift “Jenny Rogers’ earlier Developing a Coaching Business has been a
mainstay for Meyler Campbell Graduates for years, but this new version is even better. It has
all the crucial basics, plus vital new material on quality, brand differentiation, integrity, and
being future-ready. Warm, practical and honest, the book’s wealth of tips, useful checklists,
and an excellent section on fees, should accelerate your business growth. From the lessons of
a simple sandwich, to Enron, to coaching businesses’ stages of growth, it’s all here –
invaluable.” Daniel Burke, Chairman, Meyler Campbell

Building and Sustaining a Coaching Culture is the ideal book for everyone who is
passionate about coaching and who has an interest in creating an environment that
supports learning and growth. Easy to navigate and logically structured, topics include
the current understanding of coaching culture in organisations, coaching and mentoring
culture strategy, making effective use of external coaches, formal and informal
mentoring, developing and supporting internal coaches and mentors, team coaching,
cross-cultural marketing coaching and cross-cultural issues. This edition of Building and
Sustaining a Coaching Culture is a fully revised version of the seminal book Making
Coaching Work: Creating a Coaching Culture. It analyses what has changed in the field
of coaching culture and provides update on new knowledge and experience. A wide
variety of international case studies and engaging tools such as chapter overviews,
templates, and reflective questions will take you clearly through the development and
implementation of a successful and integrated training culture. Whether you are an HR
Manager looking to maximise the positive impact of coaching in your organisation, a
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business leader wanting to facilitate growth, or a consultant or coach seeking to place
your work in the relevant organisational context, you will be shown how to implement an
effective coaching and mentoring strategy that meets your needs.
Building and Sustaining a Coaching CultureKogan Page Publishers
"Mental toughness is the natural or developed psychological edge that results from a
collection of skills, attributes, values, emotions, and behaviors that allow people to
overcome any obstacle, adversity, or pressure as well as deal with the general day-today demands (lifestyle, training, competition) placed upon them and still remain
consistent, focused, confident, and motivated to achieve their goals."Fortitude is a
guide for high performing athletes and business professionals on understanding mental
toughness, how to build and sustain it over time. Kate Allgood built her business
helping individuals like you learn what it takes to perform under pressure. In this book
you'll discover: - What you need to know to build real and long lasting confidence- How
to improve the ability to focus and refocus - The power of mindfulness- How to build
motivation in yourself and others - And much, much, more! "Kate is a force in the sports
business and with her new book she brings the best insight directly to your field of
play." Jeremy M. Evans, Founder of and Managing Attorney at California Sports
Lawyer(R) "If you want to step up your game, your business or just kill it in life,
Fortitude is an easy to read guide to do it."- Majo Orellana - Pro Athlete, Coach and
Entrepreneur
As the book’s title suggested, the purpose of this book is to help organizations to build
a sustainable coaching culture up for success, a culture that our readers believe in and
willing to put enormous efforts which it will bring you and your organization a greater
success. This book is designed to guide you “How-To” build a sustainable coaching
culture. The book content is not to learn on “What is coaching”, “why coaching” or
“why we need coaching”. Because we believe our readers are already understand
“coaching” inside out and the benefit it could bring to the organization. What our
readers need is that a guidebook to help them to plan and implement a strong and
sustainable coaching culture. This book provides step by step guide, profuse use of
sample framework, strategy, roadmap, matrix, assessment form, sheet, evaluation
methods & many tools and even an employee coaching mobile application (details in
last chapter) The content & layout of this book are clear cut and organized, packed with
many frameworks and strategy map. This book is outlined in the way that you can
choose to learn at any chapter you want to and it will not affect your reading
momentum. It is special made for you to draft your coaching strategy deck for high level
presentation & implementation. This book is highly practical book and it’s written by an
experienced coaching practitioner who is a strong coaching advocate who believe
coaching will bring profound benefits to individual and organization, the author is a ICF
PCC, A Professional Certified Coach who has coached more than 600 hours, a head of
organization development leader who has led a global coaching culture transformation
project.
Harness the power of Martin Rooney's acclaimed "Culture Coach" philosophy to build
the culture of your dreams Building a great team culture doesn't happen overnight.
Culture is hard to create, and even harder to change. Great culture is a key component
for success at home, on the sports field, and at the workplace. In a time when people
seem to be more divided than ever, leaders who can build strong and lasting cultures
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are essential. No one knows this better than internationally-renowned coach, indemand speaker, and bestselling author Martin Rooney—dedicating his life to coach
elite athletes, Fortune 500 executives, military leaders, and every kind of team
imaginable to their highest level of performance. In High Ten: An Inspiring Story About
Building Great Team Culture, Martin draws from his extensive experience developing
top-level teams around the world to help leaders of all kinds foster and sustain winning
cultures. This engaging, easy-to-read parable shows you that every business, sports
team, and family has a culture. Whether you deliberately created it or not, it's always
there and it didn’t come with a manual. That's where High Ten comes in. This musthave book is your personal leadership manual. Stop spending your day unhappy or
complaining about a dream that hasn’t come true. High Ten will help you: Create an
environment where your people work towards common goals with friends they
trust—have fun doing it Develop clarity about the culture you want and put the processes
in place to make it happen Ensure your culture reflects core values and aligns with your
organization’s mission and vision Transform your culture into the "immune system" for
your team or business Learn about the "3 Cornerstones of Culture" and eliminate the "5
Culture Killers" High Ten: An Inspiring Story About Building Great Team Culture is an
invaluable resource for all coaches and leaders striving to achieve the highest level of
culture—one where everyone feels like a valuable part of the team and consistently
produces exceptional results.
Over the last 15 years, Coaching and Mentoring has become the go-to guide for
anyone looking to develop their coaching and mentoring skills at individual, team or
organizational level. Clear and accessible, it uses practical tools and best practice to
demonstrate how to relate theoretical models to specific situations to gain real benefits.
It provides strategies that can be applied to any situation, including life coaching,
business coaching and community mentoring. Now in its 3rd edition, Coaching and
Mentoring has been fully updated to cover the latest thinking and developments in this
area including extended coverage of coaching supervision. There is also now a brand
new section on practical applications of coaching and mentoring for organizations which
includes advice on how to align coaching and mentoring strategies to overall business
goals and how to provide evidence for its transformational impact on employee
performance. Full of practical advice, case studies and examples, this comprehensive
guide will be of value to everyone involved in any aspect coaching and mentoring.
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